




Exquisite workmanship  

The design of Garry series products draws lessons from 
the appearance characteristics of Lamborghini. 
The whole shape adopts the form of multi-cut surface, with a little metal decoration. 
With the irregular cutting of the table to create a fiexible shape, 
And create an elegant appearance with the cutting of the board feet. 

Multi-section table shape, dark metal decoration.together with neutral colors, 
To show a sense of composure in the lightness and thinness of the system. 
Such as Lamborghini generally shows the quality and fashion style. 

executives.modular executives 
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Executives 
Beautiful, convenient and sufficient office storage, 
perfect for daily office needs, 
Quiet track drawers, hidden main box storage and other equipment make 
the office environment more hommization and intelligent. 

-Intelligent routing system 
-storage function of side cabinet 
-drawer storage function 
-Desktop color matching design 
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Meeting 
tables 

l) the conference table adopts the design 
elements of the class table, w hich not
only meets the requirements of stable and 
atmospheric appearance, but also solves 
the inconvenience of the user's legs during 
the meeting. 

2) customized special aluminum alloy
sliding cover wire box is adopted to bring 
customers high-quality experience. 

3) steel frame is b uilt in the panel to 
enhance the stability of the structure. 



Negotiating tables 

l) the design of the external tension foot is more tension, 
which is also a new challenge in the structure. 
2) The square and steady modeling and metal trimming combine together.
3) Fit for small meeting room for 6-8 people. 



Sofa 
 

The perfect combination of collection 
and fashion makes the taste 
extraordinary, comfort and dignity 
complement each other, which is 
the best interpretation of status, soft 
and delicate texture, magnificent 
appearance, showing your respect 
between every move! 



Product List 
PRODUCT LINE ELEMENTS 

Y260(L) 
W3000mm*D2200mm*H750mm 

Y260(L) 
W2400mm*D1870mm*H750mm 
W2670mm*Dl870mm*H750mm 

H036
W4200mm*D1500mm*H750mm 

H036
W3500mm*D1370mm*H750mm 

� 
C021 
W1200mm*D600mm*H400mm 
W1400mm*D700mm*H400mm 

CitJ 
C022 
W600mm*D600mm*H450mm 

S112-3  
W2160mm*D940mm*H870mm 

Y261 
W3100mm*D415mm*H1935mm 
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S112-1  
W960mm*D910mm*H870mm 
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Y261 
W2400mm*D415mm*Hl935mm 
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